Deactivation of the University of Maryland, College Park Policy and Procedures Concerning Telecommunications Evaluations
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### ISSUE

Campus telecommunication services are integrated with network services provided by the Division of Information Technology. Therefore, a policy on telecommunications evaluations is no longer needed.

### RECOMMENDATION(S)

The University of Maryland, College Park Policy and Procedures Concerning Telecommunications Evaluations (X-3.05[A]) should be deactivated.

### COMMITTEE WORK

As part of a comprehensive review of campus information technology (IT) related polices, the IT Council (ITC) in consultation with the Division of IT (DIT) noted that the University of Maryland, College Park Policy and Procedures Concerning Telecommunications Evaluations (X-3.05[A]) may no longer be relevant since telecommunications services are now integrated with DIT network services. Current telecommunications services offerings are detailed in DIT Knowledge Base Article KB0012297.

The Vice President for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer was consulted and concurred that deactivation of this policy is appropriate.

Based on the above information, the ITC voted at its October 14, 2020 meeting to recommend this policy be deactivated.

### ALTERNATIVES

The Senate could decline to deactivate the policy. However, the policy would likely cause confusion.
RISKS

There are no known risks to the University in deactivating this policy.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

There are no known financial implications in deactivating this policy.
SECTION X: MISCELLANEOUS POLICIES

Policy Number: X-3.05(A)

University of Maryland, College Park Policy Concerning Telecommunications Evaluations

Consolidated USM and UMD Policies and Procedures

APPROVED BY THE PRESIDENT 1 AUGUST 1991

An evaluation of telecommunication resources is provided to campus departments at no charge by Telecommunication Services, Department of Communication Services. A Telecommunication Voice Service Equipment Request Form must be completed and sent to Telecommunication Services. Instructions for completing the form are found in the Campus Form Book.